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Results

We solve the scientific problem of developing the theoretical foundations of designing
diffractive optical elements and systems based on them. Based on the research results are as follows:
An approximate equation of Fresnel diffraction, which is used in the design of optical
systems based on diffraction theory.
Conducted diffraction analysis of optical systems, resulting in expressions which allow to
determine the phase function of the lens, the field amplitude distribution in any plane of the
optical system. The expressions obtained allow us to find the light intensity distribution in the
image, which forms a diffraction lens.
Developed a method of frequency analysis of the diffraction limited optical systems, which
allows you to determine the ratio of the coherent transfer function and optical transfer function
and to establish a connection between them. The study of these functions showed that the
maximum spatial resolution of an incoherent optical system is twice the resolution of a coherent
system. This fact must be considered when using laser radiation sources.
Based on the theory of Fresnel diffraction methods have been developed design diffractive
lenses. It is established that the design of such lenses can be made as to the basis of geometrical
optics and on the basis of the theory of Fresnel diffraction. The techniques and bounding energy
calculations of the diffraction lens. The developed methods allow you to design diffractiverefractive multifocal intraocular lenses, which are used as a modern artificial lens in
ophthalmology.
Application of the Fresnel diffraction equation in the analysis of optical systems allow to
create generic tools for design coherent spectrum analyzers. On the basis of these tools are
developed practical methods and bounding energy calculations, and error estimation of coherent
spectrum analyzers used in information-measuring systems.
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